7th December 2015

To All prospective tenderers

Clarification No. 1:

FTS 181-15 Supply and Installation of Timber Doors at Haz Zebbug Primary School (Ex Secondary School)

Reference is made to the above mentioned tender.

Prospective bidders are to note that the attached Drawing with Drawing Title “Details of Timber Apertures” and Drawing Number “67-15-500” forms an integral part of Part Six - List of Drawings in the tender document.

Tenders Section
General:
1. The Contractor shall be responsible for taking detailed measurements on site for each individual aperture.

2. Dimensions shown on Drawing or BOQ are only indicative and shall not be used for manufacturing purposes.

Laminated Flush Doors should Incorporate:
3. Heavy Duty Brushed Stainless Steel Hinges.
4. Heavy duty brushed stainless steel barrel bolts. (Bolt bolt lengths are to be easy accessible)
5. Air and/or dust seals.
6. Stainless Steel door stoppers.

Assembly Detail 1

6.3mm Dowelled Laminated plastic on both sides
M.I.F. doors
33mm high Brushed Stainless Steel Iron Plate
Solid Stainless Steel Beam, Upright Bar, Frame (Cutout) and Assembly